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COMMENT 
This guideline describes what an error grid is, why it is useful, and how to construct and 
interpret the information. Guidance is provided for manufacturers and for the clinical 
laboratory. 
A guideline for global application developed through the Clinical and Laboratory 
Standards Institute consensus process. 
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based on the principle that consensus is an effective and 
cost-effective way to improve patient testing and health 
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In addition to developing and promoting the use of 
voluntary consensus standards and guidelines, we 
provide an open and unbiased forum to address critical 
issues affecting the quality of patient testing and health 
care. 
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committee report. 
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Abstract 
 
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute document EP27-P—How to Construct and Interpret an Error Grid for Diagnostic 
Assays; Proposed Guideline describes what an error grid is, why it is useful, and how to go about constructing it. Error grids 
inform users about the performance required to prevent potential patient harm. Once constructed, error grids can be populated 
with data from a method comparison experiment. Then one can calculate the proportion of data in each error grid zone as well as 
confidence intervals. Three examples are provided. 
 
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI). How to Construct and Interpret an Error Grid for Diagnostic Assays; 
Proposed Guideline. CLSI document EP27-P (ISBN 1-56238-701-4). Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute, 940 West 
Valley Road, Suite 1400, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087-1898 USA, 2009. 
 

The Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute consensus process, which is the mechanism for moving a document through 
two or more levels of review by the health care community, is an ongoing process. Users should expect revised editions of any 
given document. Because rapid changes in technology may affect the procedures, methods, and protocols in a standard or 
guideline, users should replace outdated editions with the current editions of CLSI/NCCLS documents. Current editions are 
listed in the CLSI catalog and posted on our website at www.clsi.org. If your organization is not a member and would like to 
become one, and to request a copy of the catalog, contact us at: Telephone: 610.688.0100; Fax: 610.688.0700; E-Mail: 
customerservice@clsi.org; Website: www.clsi.org 
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Foreword 
 
Error grids are well known for glucose assays, but otherwise are used little. This guideline attempts to 
change this by discussing why error grids are important. Guidance is provided about how to construct an 
error grid both for manufacturers and end users. The purpose of an error grid is to inform users about the 
likelihood of potential patient harm. Typically, at least three zones are constructed. The allowable total 
error zone (ATE or Zone A) is specified to contain a large proportion of the data (95%) and is unlikely to 
cause patient harm. The limits of erroneous results (LER or Zone C) are specified to contain little or no 
data, because results in this zone have a high potential to cause patient harm. Zone B contains the 
remainder of the results. 
 
Guidance is provided on how one locates the three zones, based on the clinical implications of errors. 
Guidance is also given on how to graph the error grids and how to estimate the proportions in each zone 
with confidence intervals. Examples are provided for three different assays. 
 
 
Note that the trade name Microsoft Excel is included in Section 7.1, Section 8.1.6, Appendix A, and 
Appendix B, and the trade name Microsoft Word is included in Appendix A of this document. It is 
the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute’s policy to avoid using a trade name unless the 
product identified is the only one available, or it serves solely as an illustrative example of the 
procedure, practice, or material described. In this case, the subcommittee and area committee 
believe the trade names are used as illustrative examples in Appendixes A and B of the document. 
Users of this document can construct error grids using any equivalent software. It should be 
understood that information on these products in this guideline also applies to any equivalent 
products. Please include in your comments any information that relates to this aspect of EP27-P. 
 
 
Invitation for Participation in the Consensus Process 
 
An important aspect of the development of this and all CLSI documents is the consensus process. Within 
the consensus process, CLSI members and other interested parties (1) have the opportunity to review and 
comment on CLSI publications in development; and (2) are assured that their comments will be given 
serious consideration. All CLSI documents evolve, as does the technology affecting laboratory and health 
care procedures, methods, and protocols; and therefore, through the operation of the consensus process, 
CLSI documents are expected to undergo cycles of evaluation and modification.  
 
The Area Committee on Evaluation Protocols has attempted to engage the broadest worldwide 
representation in the committee deliberations to develop this document. Consequently, it is expected that 
issues may still remain unresolved when the proposed-level document is published. Review and comment 
within the CLSI process is the mechanism for resolving such issues. 
 
The CLSI voluntary consensus process depends on the expertise of worldwide reviewers whose 
comments add value to the final document. At the end of a 60-day comment period, each subcommittee is 
obligated to review all comments and to respond in writing to all substantive comments. Where 
appropriate, modifications will be made to improve the document, and all comments along with the 
subcommittee’s responses will be included in an appendix when the document is published at the next 
consensus level.  
 
Key Words 
 
Allowable total error region (ATE, Zone A), error grid, limits of erroneous result region (LER, Zone C)  
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Laboratory Failure Sources and CLSI Evaluation Protocols Documents 
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Laboratory Failure Sources and CLSI Evaluation Protocols (EP) Documents.a This figure illustrates 
the relationship among parameters estimated by EP documents. Items higher up in the figure are more 
comprehensive, whereas lower-level items are more specific. Overall, the figure is much like a cause-and-
effect diagram. Documents marked (d) provide guidance for demonstrating that a source of measurement 
inaccuracy is within acceptable limits. Documents marked (v) provide guidance for more rigorous 
evaluation of inaccuracy components.  

                                                      
a For a description of each of the documents listed, please see the Related CLSI Reference Materials section at the end of this 
document. 
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How to Construct and Interpret an Error Grid for Diagnostic Assays; 
Proposed Guideline 

 
1 Scope  
 
Although there are many protocols for evaluating diagnostic assays, one can always ask the question, “is 
the estimated performance ‘good enough’”? This is a difficult question to answer, and previous attempts 
from CLSI and the International Organization for Standardization Technical Committee (ISO/TC) 212 to 
establish analytical performance goals for assays failed to be completed. This project provides a different 
approach by leveraging the long-standing, existing glucose error grids.1,2 EP27 explains how to construct 
error grids for any diagnostic assay, with a focus on the following:  
 
• the region that should include most (95%) of the data – the allowable total error (ATE) region; and 

 
• the region that should include ideally none (0%) of the data – the limits of erroneous results (LER) 

region. 
 
Moreover, these grids are illustrated for different diseases and uses (eg, screening vs monitoring). This 
can lead to different error grids for the same assay. Regulatory practices, which can be different in 
different countries, can also affect error grids. 
 
These grids are graphed in a spreadsheet so the output of existing evaluation protocol procedures can 
display data in the error grid. 
 
Guidance is provided on how to quantify the amount of data and its corresponding confidence interval in 
each error grid region.b 
 
In addition, the document is geared toward manufacturers with respect to construction of error grids. 
However, it is applicable also to clinical laboratories, because data from protocols such as CLSI 
document EP153 or EP094 can be displayed in an error grid. 
 
This document is intended for any quantitative assay whereby both the test and comparative methods 
measure the same measurand using the same units. 
 
2 Introduction  
 
Assay quality is important because in vitro diagnostic (IVD) results play an ever-increasing role in 
medical decision making. Initial evaluations of assay quality focused on analytical performance 
parameters, such as average bias and imprecision.5 In a way, this was unfortunate because even though 
Westgard suggested that total analytical error is important,6 it has been common to model total analytical 
error by combining estimated individual analytical performance parameters rather than directly estimating 
total error.7 Bland and Altman suggested a direct measure of total analytical error8 that was an 
improvement because models were not needed. Shortly afterward, Clarke developed the glucose error 
grid.1,2 The error grid provides more information than total error alone, because the error grid shows how 
much error is problematic at each glucose concentration. Moreover, the error grid separates errors into a 
hierarchy—small errors are allowable, whereas large undetected errors at specific concentrations must be 
avoided, because they are almost certain to cause patient harm. 
                                                      
b Note that error grids are required in the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance document for Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments (CLIA) waiver applications. Hence, this document supports this FDA requirement. Guidance for 
Industry and FDA Staff: Recommendations for Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (CLIA) Waiver 
Applications for Manufacturers of In Vitro Diagnostic Devices. OMB control number 0910-0598. Issued January 30, 2008. 
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